
1/26 Spring 2023, Differential Equations Quiz 2 Solutions Sitaraman
Howard University Math Department

1. (10 points) Write an ODE to model Hooke’s law: ”Force on a spring or other elastic
object, say F (x), is directly proportional to the distance of stretch x and acts in the
direction opposite to the motion.”

Remember that force is mass times acceleration. Denote mass by m.

Solution:

F (x) = ma = m
d2x

dt2
= −kx.

The negative sign is because the force is acting in the opposite direction.

2. (10 points) For the equation y′ = x − y draw 4 isoclines and on each isocline draw
arrows marking the slope at regular intervals. What do you think the solution curves
look like?

Solution: The isoclines are lines of equation x− y = c =⇒ y = x− c. The isoclines all
are diagonal lines of slope 1 and y-intercept −c. In each line, the slopes of the arrows
at all points is the same and equals c. . Below is a slope field, thanks to Wolframalpha,
that also gives you an idea of how the solution curves look like. Note that all the
arrows on the same line y = x− c point in same direction and the slope of the arrows
on that line is given by c which is basically negative of the y-intercept.

3. (10 points) A tank that contains 100 gallons initially has salt solution coming in at 5
gallons per minute with concentration of 2 lbs per gallon. Salt solution is pumped out
at the same rate. Write a differential equation for the rate of change of the amount of
salt at time t in the tank.

Solution: Since rates are same, volume of tank remains same. Salt is coming in at
5 × 2 = 10 lbs per minute. The solution is going out at 5 gallons/minute and each
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gallon contains A(t)/100 lbs of salt at time t. So at time t the amount of salt going out
is A(t)/100 times 5. We get

dA

dt
= 10− A(t)

100
× 5 =⇒ dA

dt
= 10− A(t)

20
.

4. (Bonus 10 points) Show that y = 0 and y = x3 are both solutions of y′ = 3y2/3 at
x = 0, y = 0. [You must differentiate y and substitute into equation]. Why does this
differential equation not satisfy the conditions for uniqueness of solutions in Theorem
1.1?

Solution:

First show they are solutions: y = 0 =⇒ y′ = 0, 3y2/3 = 0; y = x3 =⇒ y′ = 3x2 =
3(x3)2/3 = 3y2/3.

The theorem says that y′ = f(x, y) is guaranteed to have a unique solution when f
and ∂f/∂y are continuous around that point (roughly speaking).

Here f(x, y) = y2/3 and ∂f/∂y =
2

3
y−1/3 =

2

3y1/3
and the partial derivative is not

continuous when y = 0. So uniqueness is not guaranteed by the Theorem 1.1 because
the theorem is not satisfied.
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